




ANSWERS
Veteran(Noun) :अनुभवी व्यक्ति

Meaning: A person who has 

very long experience of a 

particular job or activity

Delegates :प्रक्तिक्तनक्तियों

Meaning: A person chosen or 

elected by a group to represent 
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WORD RECAP
Restrain(Verb

):

क्तनयंक्तिि करना/ 

Restrict

Inevitable(Adj.

):

अक्तनवायय / Certain

अक्तथिरिा / ErraticVolatility 

(Noun):

Cited(Verb) : उद्धरण करना / 

Quote

Buoyed 

(Verb):

प्रसन् न रखना/ Elated



WORD RECAP
Invasion(Nou

n):

हमला / Violation

छलकन / DelugeSpillover(Nou

n) :

Pertinent(Adj.) 

:

संगि / Connected

Threshold(No

un):

चौखट / Baseline

Upend(Verb) : समाप्त कर दनेा / 

Flipped



The Hindu Vocabulary

Sanitation(Noun): सफाई

Meaning : Process of keeping places clean and 

healthy

Synonyms: Hygiene , Asepsis

Antonyms: Filth , Dirtiness

Sentence: Poor sanitation always leads to the 

spread of disease and to deaths from infectious 

diseases.

Suffice(Verb): पयायप्त

Meaning : To be enough for 

somebody/something

Synonyms: Sufficient , Satisfy

Antonyms: Displease , Contravene



Nodal(Adj.): क्तनिःथपदं

Meaning : Denoting a point in a network or 

diagram at which lines or pathways intersect or 

branch.

Synonyms: Lump , Knob

Antonyms: Straight , Trivial

Sentence: He could sit in his palace like the sun 

at the nodal point of an array of beams of light.

Contamination(Noun): दकू्तििकरण

Meaning : To make impure or unclean

Synonyms: Impurity , Pollutant

Antonyms: Sterility , Cleanliness

Sentence: There is already a high level of 

environmental contamination.

The Hindu Vocabulary
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Liaise(Verb): संबंि जोड़ना

Meaning: To communicate and maintain 

contact

Synonyms: Collaborate , Connect

Antonyms: Detach , Disconnect

Sentence: Our head office will liaise with the 

suppliers to ensure delivery.

Stampede(Noun): भगदड़

Meaning: Situation with animals or people 

running in an uncontrolled way

Synonyms: Rush , Rout

Antonyms: Dally , Dawdle

Sentence: Several children were pushed over in 
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Dehumanizing(Verb): अमानवीय

Meaning: Treat people so badly they no longer 

seem human

Synonyms: Abasing , Perverting

Antonyms: Exalting , Honoring

Sentence: I'm always struck by the way 

language is used to dehumanize others.

Scamper(Verb): दौड़

Meaning: (used especially about a child or small 

animal) to run quickly

Synonyms: Scurry , Scuttle

Antonyms: Stroll , Slow

Sentence: The kids were scampering around 
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Reminiscent(Adj.): याद ददलाने वाला

Meaning: Tending to remind

Synonyms: Evocative , Implicative

Antonyms: Forgetful , Oblivious

Sentence: His style of painting is reminiscent of 

Da Vinci's.

Hooliganism(Noun): बदमाशी

Meaning: Rowdy, violent, or destructive behavior.

Synonyms: Misconduct , Depravity

Antonyms: Honesty , Obedience

Sentence: There's no place for this mindless 

hooliganism in football.
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The infrastructure created as part of the Jal Jeevan Mission 

must be long lasting
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One of the most significant commitments of 

the Narendra Modi government is to ensure 

piped water to every rural household by 

2024. Under the Jal Jeevan Mission, led by 

the Department of Drinking Water and 

Sanitation, 10.2 crore rural households, or 

about 53% of the eligible population, now 

have tap water access. This, the 

Government claims, is a 37-percentage 

point rise from 2019 when the scheme was 

announced, where its stated aim is to 

ensure at least 55 litres per person per day 

of potable water to every rural household —

which implies a mere connection does not 
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A recent audit, by a private agency, found 

that around 62% of rural households in India 

had fully functional tap water connections 

within their premises. A report of a 

Parliamentary Standing Committee on Water 

Resources in March, based on numbers 

provided by the nodal Jal Shakti Ministry, 

stated that 46% households had such fully 

functional tap water connections. It is 

important to note that for the purposes of the 

survey, only 3% of rural households were 

surveyed by the agency for the updated 

numbers and so the margin of error may be 

substantial and subject to the way the survey 

was designed.
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If the numbers are accurate, however, this 

represents an impressive rise in potable, tap 

water accessibility and suggests that the 

mission is well on its way to meeting its 2024 

target.

The survey, however, revealed wide 

disparities in achievement. Tamil Nadu, 

Himachal Pradesh, Goa and Puducherry 

reported more than 80% of households with 

fully functional connections while less than 

half the households in Rajasthan, Kerala, 

Manipur, Tripura, Maharashtra, Madhya 

Pradesh, Mizoram and Sikkim had such 

connections. About 75% of households 

received water all days of the week, and only 
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Moreover, the report mentions a problem of 

chlorine contamination.Though 93% of the 

water samples were reportedly free of 

bacteriological contamination, most of the 

anganwadi centres and schools had higher 

than the permissible range of residual 

chlorine. The COVID-19 pandemic disrupted 

the progress of the scheme but with the 

economy now close to pre-pandemic levels, 

it is likely that the challenges of labour and 

material have softened somewhat to aid the 

progress of the scheme. The Centre should 

liaise better with States that are falling 

behind in targets and ensure that the 



HOMEWORK

Asphyxiation          ?

Overzealous            ?



PHOBIA

S• Fears of the natural 

environment

• Fears related to animals

• Fear related to medical 

treatments or issues

• Fears related to specific 

situations



SOME DIFFERENT TYPES 

OF PHOBIA

Atelophobia: Fear of imperfection

Chronomentrophobia: Fear of 

clocks

Atychiphobia: Fear of failure

Cynophobia: Fear of dogs



Dystychiphobia: Fear of 

accidents

Bathmophobia: Fear of stairs or 

steep slopes

Catagelophobia: Fear of being 

ridiculed

Koinoniphobia: Fear of rooms

SOME DIFFERENT TYPES 

OF PHOBIA




